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However, her father had died, and her mother had become the Wei family’s concubine. To put it bluntly, 

she was a low-class person, and it was almost impossible for him to marry her. 

however, the people of the heavenly returning sect brought this up in public. if this wasn’t bullying, 

what was it? 

But could he say these things in public? 

He couldn’t! 

“Who would like to consult young master Wei?” Qin Luo asked again. 

Wei Yunsheng was, after all, a young talent from heaven city. Even if they knew they could not defeat 

him, they could still learn from him. Therefore, many people who did not have deep grudges with the 

Wei family immediately went up to practice. 

Baili Yue, who was wearing glasses, took the opportunity to see Wei Yunsheng’s moves clearly. 

“miss baili, why are you still wearing glasses? Are you short-sighted?” Qin Fang, who was at the side, had 

been paying attention to Baili Yue. 

Just like how Qin Luo looked at Baili Xi without hiding his gaze, Qin Fang looked at Baili Yue without 

hiding his gaze. 

However, Bai Liyue ignored Qin Fang’s question. Instead, she reminded him for the third time, ” “Please 

call me lady Feng.” 

The guests at the side couldn’t help but laugh. 

Qin Fang also laughed. He felt that Baili Yue was simply too cute. Her indifference also made him 

completely unable to stop his thoughts of her. 

Qin Fang was the only son of the seventh elder of the drifting cloud sect. The seventh elder was 

powerful and capable. Although sect leader Qin Feng was a vicious person, he was helpless when faced 

with the seventh elder, who was a Smiling Tiger. 

Hence, the father and son often brought Qin Fang with them so that one day, they could flatter him to 

the point of killing him. 

Therefore, in the face of Qin Fang’s harassment of Baili Yue, other than the seventh elder frowning, sect 

leader Qin Feng and young lord Qin Luo were happy to see it happen. 

The seventh elder leaned closer to the sect leader and whispered, ” “could it be that these two sisters of 

the baili family have some bewitching technique? Look at how much you’ve charmed Qin Luo and Qin 

Fang. Forget about Baili Yue, Baili Xi’s public image has already collapsed. So many people are laughing 

at her, but Luo ‘er’s eyes still fall on her from time to time.” 
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Qin Feng was originally waiting to see Qin Fang make a fool of himself. However, after listening to the 

seventh elder’s words and carefully observing Qin Luo, he happened to see Qin Luo’s gaze landing on 

Baili Xi without any disguise. 

Qin Feng’s head instantly swelled. 

Baili Yue was carefully watching Wei Yunsheng’s moves and cultivation techniques. With the glasses that 

uncle Chi had developed, she could see Wei Yunsheng’s moves clearly. 

Wei Yunsheng was the future head of the Wei family, and the things he learned were the Wei family’s 

Secret Arts that were not taught to outsiders. So, even if Bai Liyue found out that she had the ability to 

separate people’s martial arts, she could not integrate these separated moves in a short time. 

However, she found that a new function button had appeared on glasses ‘calculator. It was called ” 

dismantle move analysis “? 

Bai Liyue immediately looked at the button to dismantle and analyze moves, and a three-dimensional 

space of thought that only she could see appeared next to Wei Yunsheng, who was fighting. 

Wei Yunsheng was in a game with a disciple from a sect. The disciple was clearly not Wei Yunsheng’s 

match, because every move he made was on top of Wei Yunsheng’s well-defended moves. 

However, what Bai Liyue saw from the projection was a simulation that was 0.1 seconds slower. 

It was still the same disciple, but the place he was attacking was completely different. 

In the simulation, Wei Yunsheng was still resisting with the help of the Super computer’s calculations, 

but the opponent had hit all his weaknesses. 
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Although Wei Yunsheng still won in the end, according to the computer’s calculations, the other party 

was more than ten times weaker than him, and he only won by a narrow margin. This was no different 

from a big win. 

at this time, the real wei yunsheng had already started to compete with the next person. 

As the time Wei Yunsheng spent sparring with his opponents grew longer, the moves he used revealed 

more and more of his weaknesses. A data package formed in the glasses, and on it was marked Wei 

Yunsheng’s moves and dismantling package. 

Bai Liyue was simply amused. 

She had already thought that uncle Chi ‘er’s invention was heaven-defying. Now, she realized that not 

only was it heaven-defying, but it could also upgrade itself? 

What kind of treasure was this? 

While Baili Yue was watching with great interest through her glasses, Baili Xi’s lowered eyes were as if 

they were dipped in poison. 
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However, in Qin Luo’s eyes, Baili Xi looked very pitiful, so he ordered the servant to bring more snacks to 

Baili Xi. 

Baili Xi looked at Qin Luo like a flattered rabbit, but Qin Luo only smiled at her, unable to hide the love in 

his eyes. 

A servant also walked up to Bai Liyue and put some snacks in her hands. Qin Fang, who was the closest 

to Bai Liyue, said, ” “Miss Baili, these are all delicious snacks. If you like them, eat more.” 

As he spoke, the servant’s hand trembled slightly when he handed Baili Yue Shen the tea. He was about 

to pour the tea on Baili Yue. 

The servant was quite powerful, but Baili Yue’s glasses just happened to scan her. Therefore, when she 

reacted, the alarm in the glasses had already started to sound according to her muscle movements. 

Just as the other party’s hand trembled, Baili Yue had already grabbed her wrist, and then used a strong 

force to make the other party pour the tea into her cup. “Be careful. If your hands tremble again, get 

someone else to do it,” he said. 

Bai Liyue’s voice was very soft, only enough for the few people around her to hear. 

one of them was qin fang. 

Bai Liyue waited for the servant to leave before she patiently corrected him, ” “Young master Qin, it’s 

Lady Feng. This is the fourth time I’ve corrected you, but there won’t be a fifth time.” 

Wei Yunsheng was indeed a young talent second only to Qin Luo. He had won against ten people in a 

row. 

According to the rules of the competition, those who could win ten rounds in a row could advance to 

the next round and fight with the most powerful contestants who won in the end. 

Wei Yunsheng stepped down from the stage with his head held high. He had brought honor to the Wei 

family and also saved some face for Baili Xi. 

Qin Luo stood up and cupped his fists at Wei Yunsheng. “Young master Wei’s strength is truly worthy of 

his reputation. This one is truly impressed.” 

“You flatter me,” Wei Yunsheng cupped his fists. 

After he finished speaking, he walked over to Baili Xi and sat down. Then, he moved the snacks in front 

of her away and said, ” “Don’t eat too much, or your stomach will feel uncomfortable again.” 

Another person stood on the stage, wanting to display his skills. It was the Baili family’s first young lady, 

Baili Meng. 

After Baili Meng defeated his opponent, Baili Xi went up again. 

Originally, Baili Meng wanted to show off in front of the young talents of the various sects. Although her 

strength was lacking, she won because she was the first wife’s daughter of the Baili family. 



Who knew that Baili Xi would go up after she had only defeated one person, leaving Baili Meng no 

chance to show off. 
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Baili Meng knew that he was no match for Baili Xi, so he could only say, ” “Fourth sister really can’t wait. 

You clearly know that Xiaoqian and I want to train ourselves through this tournament, but you’re 

challenging me right after I’ve just defeated someone. Don’t you know what my aptitude is? Don’t you 

know how strong I am? you ran up here to ask me for advice? aren’t you too disgusting to be a white 

lotus? If you want to step on me to gain a sense of existence, just say it. Is it really disgusting to be a 

human to such an extent? It’s not like there aren’t people who are stronger than you in the competition. 

Why didn’t you go and compete with Wei Yunsheng?” 

With that, Baili Meng turned around and left the stage, leaving behind an embarrassed Baili Xi. 

Although it was true that Baili Meng couldn’t beat Baili Xi, everyone felt that Baili Xi was in the wrong. 

However, Qin Luo stood up and said, ” “Miss Baili Meng, my Qin clan has organized this martial arts 

competition to give all the new talents a stage to display their skills. Because the purpose is too strong, 

we only set the rule that one can directly advance to the next round with the most powerful person 

after winning ten matches in a row. How about this, after this competition is over, I’ll specially gather 

some young talents who still haven’t had enough and hold another exhibition?” 

Baili Meng’s face turned slightly red when Qin Luo called out to him. 

After all, Qin Luo’s background could be said to be that of daoming temple, one of the F4 in heaven city. 

Not only was his family background good, his qualifications good, but he was also brave and resourceful. 

He was the most powerful young talent. No girl would not like a man like Qin Luo. 

However, Qin Luo had always been gentle and polite to others. He would never be very good to anyone, 

nor would he be very bad to anyone. 

And just now, although Qin Luo was talking to her with a smile, Baili Meng could hear the disdain in his 

words. 

He was asking her,”this is a martial arts competition, and you’re saying that others didn’t give you a 

chance to show off your inferior martial arts.” Do you want me to set up a special stage for you to show 

off? 

These words were quite hurtful. 

Baili Meng, who had always felt a sense of accomplishment in front of Baili Xi, was slapped in the face by 

her Prince Charming. Her fair face was flushed red. 

Compared to Baili Xi’s bewilderment, Baili Meng wanted to dig a hole and hide in it. 

“Young lord Qin, do you think you’re helping Xi ‘er? Although Xi ‘er was a legitimate daughter, she had 

lost her father since she was young. Her two uncles had inherited everything from her father, but they 

were extremely harsh to her, an orphan. The Baili family already doesn’t like her, and if you embarrass 

Baili Meng again, the Baili family won’t be able to tolerate her in the future.” 
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Wei Yunsheng had treated Qin Luo as a love rival from the very beginning. Not only could he not stand it 

anymore, but he also felt a deep sense of danger. now that she had finally found qin luo’s mistake, she 

immediately pointed it out in front of baili xi. she wanted to let baili xi see clearly that although qin luo 

had approached her under the pretense of doing it for her own good, he was actually harming her and 

making enemies for her. 

A man like this who didn’t take her situation seriously in order to pursue her was definitely not a good 

match. 

Qin Luo was also afraid that Baili Xi would think so after being exposed by Wei Yunsheng on the spot, so 

he flew directly to the fighting ring. 

“If that’s the case, then let’s end this quickly and enter the final stage of the competition. Everyone, who 

is willing to come up and challenge me?” 
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Although Qin Luo’s Kung Fu was recognized as the best in his generation, there were still many people 

who wanted to challenge him. Furthermore, all the challengers were female disciples. 

After all, young lord Qin was usually high and mighty, and they couldn’t even get close to him. If young 

master Qin could even fall for a White Lotus like Baili Xi, he might fall for them too. 

Therefore, Qin Luo’s opponents were all women. 

Although these ten women were a bit too weak to fight Qin Luo and didn’t let him show his true ability, 

Bai Liyue was not in a hurry. 

She found that the Super computer in the glasses had calculated 67 moves based on Qin Luo’s internal 

organs, muscles, the spirit Qi in his body, and the moves he had already come up with. 

Bai Liyue was speechless. 

The key was that she had opened all 67 moves in the air, and it was simply dazzling. 

“Miss Baili, you like my brother?” Qin Fang suddenly spoke to Baili Yue again. 

This time, Bai Liyue did not even look at Qin Fang. 

Miss Baili, haven’t you realized that the person my brother likes is Baili Xi? ” 

Seeing that Bai Liyue was ignoring her and Qin Luo had already left the stage, Qin Fang smiled, stood up, 

and slowly walked up. 

Walking to the arena, Qin Fang looked at Bai Liyue and said, ” “Miss Baili, do you want to come up and 

spar with me?” 

Although Qin Fang was a hedonistic son of a rich family, he was a martial artist with the same top-notch 

aptitude as Qin Luo. Although the seventh elder indulged him, Qin Fang was not inferior to Qin Luo in 

terms of martial strength. 
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Now that Qin Fang had gone up on stage and made an offer to Baili Yue, everyone looked at her. 

Bai Liyue looked at the disciples of the heavenly return sect and asked, ” “Who dares to go up and beat 

his mouth until it is swollen?” 

As soon as Baili Yue finished speaking, several disciples stood up. 

The few disciples who stood up were all from the inner sect, and one of them was Lao AI in disguise. 

Bai Liyue couldn’t help but smile and said, ” “Little Wang, you go up and help me tell him that the 

words” miss Baili “are not just for show.” 

“Yes, young Madam,” 

Since the people on Emperor moon didn’t look old on the surface, the people here had a special age ball 

in addition to the identification of the residence and identity card. 

As long as you put your hands on the age-measuring ball, the ball would be able to accurately measure 

your age, and the difference between the two would not exceed three years. 

This was useful for almost everyone, but Baili Yue didn’t know why the people of the heavenly return 

sect were so awesome that they actually avoided the age-measuring ball and came in directly. 

Bai Liyue decided that she could study this thing when she was free. 

Yingying was already infuriated by Qin Fang’s frivolity and wanted to go up and slap him in the mouth. 

However, before he went on stage, Baili Yue stopped him and asked him to fight with Qin Fang on stage. 

Although Youyou didn’t know why they had to fight, she still followed Bai Liyue’s instructions. After 

going up, she fought with Qin Fang for ten moves before hitting his mouth. 

Qin Fang’s mouth was a little swollen after that. 

after that, qianqian continued to fight with qin fang. after another ten moves, qin fang’s mouth was 

slapped again. 

Qin Fang thought that his strength was not inferior to Qin Luo’s. In the recent few battles, he had been 

almost on par with Qin Luo. He thought that if Qin Luo came in first, he would definitely be second. Even 

Wei Yunsheng was no match for him. 
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Who knew that an unknown disciple of the heavenly return sect would come up and suppress him in 

every way without any suspense. 

Below, sect leader Qin Feng and seventh elder Qin Li also frowned deeper as they watched. 

He had thought that it was already very impressive to educate the two children like this before the age 

of 30. Even the heavenly return sect couldn’t do it. After all, they had put in all their effort to groom 

these two children. 
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However, he didn’t expect that an inner sect disciple of the heavenly return sect could beat Qin Fang 

without any effort. 

The rules of the competition this time were that it would only end when one admitted defeat or fell off 

the stage. 

However, Qin Fang realized that he was unable to speak after being beaten up. He could not jump off 

the stage even if he wanted to. 

In fact, he didn’t want to fight for a long time, but he couldn’t do anything because he was tied down by 

his opponent. The other party’s fight wasn’t too brutal. Other than hitting his mouth after ten moves, he 

didn’t suffer any other injuries. 

After dozens of moves, the seventh elder could not stand it anymore. He flew up to the stage and 

slapped his opponent. 

the seventh elder was extremely angry, but he didn’t dare to use his seniority to hurt a powerful disciple 

of the heavenly return sect. therefore, he only used 50% of his power in an attempt to separate 

qianqian from qin fang and also injure him. 

Who knew that in the instant his palm met the other’s, a thick force passed from the center of his palm. 

The seventh elder was shocked, but it was too late to increase his strength. 

Therefore, he had indeed separated Tao Wu from Qin Fang, but he himself had to take a few steps back 

before he could stabilize himself. 

his son’s cheap mouth was beaten until it was swollen. the father wanted to help his son vent his anger 

and deal with others, but he was instead dealt with by others. 

On the other hand, Qianqian did not even take a step back. She crossed her arms and looked at the 

seventh elder, who had just stabilized her body, and Qin Fang, who was embarrassed and angry but 

could not say anything. He smiled and said,”seventh elder, watch your son’s mouth. This time, his mouth 

was only swollen, but he could still talk after he recovered. If you do this again next time, you’ll have to 

cut off your tongue.” 

this was the territory of the flowing cloud sect. although the flowing cloud sect couldn’t be compared to 

the heavenly return sect ten years ago, with the help of the cloud life sect, they had changed a lot. 

They had been testing the strength of the heavenly returning sect and provoking them time and time 

again. How could they allow a mere disciple of the heavenly returning sect to act wildly in front of them? 

The seventh elder’s aura suddenly rose sharply, and waves of air appeared around his body. 

“You dare to humiliate my son!” 

After saying that, he sent a palm towards Yingying. 

“BOOM!” 

With a loud explosion, the place where seventh elder and Qin Fang were just now was blown into dust. 

The seventh elder quickly pulled Qin Fang to the side. 



Bai Liyue put the low-grade rocket cannon on her shoulder back into her spatial ring. She looked at the 

angry seventh elder without fear and met the deep gaze of the flowing cloud sect leader Qin Feng. 

“Madam Feng, what do you mean by this?” Qin Feng’s expression was emotionless, only his eyes were 

filled with endless profoundness. 

bai liyue looked at qin feng and said,”i’m asking you the same question.” Is this how you manage your 

servants and their sons? Sect leader Qin, do you have some deep misunderstanding of the status of your 

flowing cloud sect in heaven city? do you think that even if you let your own sect’s servants insult me, 

the heavenly return sect will not dare to do anything to your flowing cloud sect?” 

Qin Fang, 

He had thought that Bai Liyue would not talk much. 
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After all, even the Baili family’s girl and the Wei family’s boy could casually criticize her, so she was 

definitely a soft persimmon. Thus, he let the seventh elder test the waters. 

The result: 

This woman was really a dog that bit people. She didn’t even bark before biting people, but directly used 

force. 

The words she said now did not leave him any face at all. 

Although the flowing cloud sect didn’t have the courage to fight against the heavenly return sect, they 

would one day compete with the heavenly return sect. 

therefore, at this moment, without the support of any elders, would qin feng be afraid? 

No! 

This was the best time for him to test the waters. 

“Then what does your heavenly return sect plan to do to my flowing cloud sect?” Qin Feng asked with a 

smile. 

Bai Liyue was in a high position all year round, what kind of people did she not have around her? To put 

it bluntly, if the heavenly return sect was the government that controlled a city, then the flowing cloud 

sect was just the No. 1 rich family in the city. 

And disheng was one of the top three families in the world. 

Therefore, he responded coldly with a fake smile, ” “although it’s not to the extent of annihilating your 

flowing cloud sect, it’s still necessary to slap and teach your dog a lesson. After all, if your flowing cloud 

sect can’t control your own dogs, then you can only be controlled by others. Am I right?” 
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Qin Feng’s expression has completely darkened. However, he still says with a smile: “But Qin Fang is my 

nephew, my blood-related nephew. When Lady Feng slapped his face, she was also slapping the face of 

our Liu Yun sect. ” 

“So, sect leader Qin, you think that only your people can slap the face of the heavenly return sect, but 

the people of the heavenly return sect can’t slap the face of the flowing cloud sect? Do you think that 

the flowing cloud sect is more influential than the heavenly return sect?” 

Seeing that Bai Liyue was actually a sharp-tongued person, Qin Feng was already at a disadvantage in 

this round. He laughed and said, ” “Lady Feng, the weapon you just used doesn’t seem to be from 

Emperor moon, right? You must have used a bomb just now, and that thing should be something from 

the glory planet, right? Isn’t it against the rules for you to use a weapon from glory planet against my 

people from Emperor moon?” 

Bai Liyue raised her eyebrows,’do you need rules to deal with your enemies? Shouldn’t it be a battle of 

life and death when fighting the enemy?” 

“But you’re polluting the air. Are you trying to turn our Emperor moon planet into a trash planet like 

glory planet?” 

“If you love the planet so much, then don’t cause trouble. If someone gave you a slap on the left side of 

your face, you would stretch out your right side to be slapped as well. That way, no one will bombard 

you with a Cannonball.” 

qin feng: 

they didn’t hit your face, but you kept provoking them. They retaliated, and you immediately rose to the 

height of the planet’s destruction. Those who know you know you are just a small sect leader, but those 

who don’t know you think you are the sect leader of the God sect. 

“You’re so silly!” 

“Are you guys still going to compete or not? If you don’t want to compete, then we’ll leave. If you want 

to compete, then let the seventh elder come down. aren’t you embarrassed to be standing on top of it 

at your age?” 

Sect leader Qin and the seventh elder’s expressions turned ugly to a certain extent. 

The seventh elder looked at Lao Ai and sneered. He cupped his fists and said, ” “little friend, you’re quite 

skilled. what’s your name?” 

“You’re not worthy of knowing my name,” he sneered. I’m only here to slap the young Madam, not to 

compete.” 

The seventh elder’s face darkened,”this is the arena!” You’re not here to participate in the competition, 

so what right do you have to go on stage?” 
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 “What’s wrong with the arena? The rules of the arena state that you can’t slap people? Or was it a rule 

that one couldn’t leave the stage after only one match? I won, but I can’t get off the stage? then i should 

at least admit defeat, right?” 

After saying that, Youyou directly flew off the stage and returned to Baili Yue’s side. 

when the seventh elder saw that youyou had already returned to her seat and really had no intention of 

continuing to participate in the arena, he could only leave in anger. 

qin fang’s mouth was swollen and he had lost face. he could only leave with a dark expression. 

the match continued. 

The heavenly return sect sent another disciple to the stage. Those sects that wanted to maintain a good 

relationship with the flowing cloud sect immediately sent their strongest disciples from their families or 

sects to the stage in an attempt to slap the heavenly return sect in the face. 

However, they found that the previous few disciples of the heavenly return sect were nothing. The ones 

who stood up consecutively were the truly powerful ones. 

Each of them fought ten and won every match. 

Six people in a row had played 60 matches, but it had only taken two hours. 

It only took him an average of two minutes to defeat an opponent. 

The face of the sect leader of the flowing cloud sect became gloomier and gloomier. 

Later, when all the disciples from the heavenly return sect had left, Baili Xi went up. 

Because she had been ridiculed earlier, she looked very careful when she went up. Qin Luo’s heart 

ached as he watched. 

On the one hand, Wei Yunsheng’s heart ached for her, but on the other hand, he had to guard against 

the wolf that coveted his beloved. 

“Xi ‘er, believe in yourself. You can do it.” 

baili xi looked at wei yunsheng and gave him an innocent smile. 

This was Baili Xi’s second time on stage. Although they had heard that she was a 3s-level talent, those 

who knew the Baili family would know that although she was a legitimate daughter, her father had died, 

and her mother had married someone else as a concubine, so she did not get many resources. 

Now, those who hated Baili Xi all came forward. 

However, the female disciples were shocked to find that Baili Xi was really strong. 

Even the 

she would not be any weaker than wei yunsheng. 

What kind of concept was this? 



This meant that Baili Xi had won the last place in the top ten of the ring. 

Because of her, the group arena had directly entered the final PK. 

The ten people were the pro-disciple of the sect leader of the flowing cloud sect, Wei Yunsheng, Qin 

Luo, the six disciples of the heavenly return sect, and Bai Lixi, who had advanced after Bai Liyue. 

After that, the ten people would compete in pairs. 

They had assigned the weakest of the six people from the heavenly return sect to Baili Xi. 

After dozens of rounds, Baili Xi won by tricking the disciple of the heavenly return sect. 

Qin Luo, on the other hand, had defeated the third most powerful heavenly underworld cultivator. 

After that, the strongest disciple of the heavenly return sect was asked to compete with the second 

strongest disciple, but the second disciple admitted defeat directly. 

Wei Yunsheng had won against the person in fourth place. 

The fifth most powerful disciple of the heavenly return sect had defeated the pro-disciple of the flowing 

cloud sect. 

After the first round, only the first and fifth disciples of the heavenly return sect, Qin Luo, Wei Yunsheng, 

and Baili Xi were left. 

In the final round, the flowing cloud sect could be said to be extremely shameless. It was clearly a one-

on-one match, but the first, second, and third places were decided in the end, but they had changed it 

to a free-for-all. 

There were only two people from the heavenly return sect, while Qin Luo, Baili Xi, and Wei Yunsheng 

had joined forces with the flowing cloud sect. 

even if the three of them joined forces to attack the two disciples of heavenly return sect. However, the 

two disciples also understood the situation and attacked Baili Xi with all their might. 
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Although Baili Xi had some skills, how could she withstand the joint attack of two elite disciples of the 

heavenly return sect? He almost fell off the stage. 

In the end, Wei Yunsheng had sacrificed himself to save her. 

The moment Wei Yunluo fell off the ring, Baili Xi exclaimed in shock. 

However, when Wei Yunsheng fell off the arena, he also dragged the weaker disciple of the heavenly 

return sect off the stage. 

In the end, only Qin Luo, Baili Xi, and the most powerful disciple of the heavenly returning sect, Wu ni, 

remained. 
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It was still a free-for-all battle. Among the three people, whoever fell off the ring first would be third. 

The second to last person who fell off the ring would be second, and the last person who was still in the 

ring would be first. 

Wu ni didn’t unleash his true strength previously. Therefore, even if it was a one-on-two battle, he could 

deal with their attacks with ease after unleashing his true strength. 

It was obvious that Qin Luo wanted to pursue Baili Xi. Thus, he had to take care of her most of the time 

so that she wouldn’t leave the stage too early so that he could team up with him to attack Wu ni. 

However, Wu ni didn’t show any mercy to women as he kept hitting Baili Xi’s face. 

Baili Xi felt wronged. 

By now, if she still didn’t know that her sister had completely abandoned her, she would be a fool. 

Therefore, he had ruthlessly vented his anger on Wu ni. 

However, Wu NI’s strength wasn’t something that Baili Xi could compare to. 

After all, she was an elite disciple of the heavenly returning sect. Wu ni quickly found Baili Xi’s weakness 

and kicked her out of the arena. 

” xi ‘er! ” wei yunsheng called out and flew forward, hugging baili xi in his arms. 

baili xi clutched his stomach, his face pale as he lay in wei yunsheng’s arms. 

Wei Yunsheng called out to her. Seeing that she was weak, he looked angrily at the person who was 

fighting with Qin Luo. 

Qin Luo’s state of mind was more or less affected when Baili Xi was sent flying. Wu nI had also seized 

this opportunity and launched a fierce attack on Qin Luo even though he didn’t have the upper hand. 

It was not without reason that the heavenly return sect could become the ruler of heaven city. After 

countless competitions, not to mention the other sects, even the flowing cloud sect had found that their 

disciples and martial arts were not as good as the heavenly return sect. 

Qin Luo was a well-known figure among the younger generation, but he was having a hard time fighting 

against an unknown disciple of the heavenly return sect. 

From the moment Baili Xi was kicked off the arena and Wu ni gained the upper hand, Qin Luo couldn’t 

turn the situation around. 

He had exchanged dozens of moves with Wu ni, and they were at most even in the middle. There were 

many times when he was at a disadvantage. However, Wu ni didn’t knock Qin Luo down in one go. 

Instead, he changed his method and let Qin Luo use all his moves. 

Whenever Qin Luo was at an absolute disadvantage during the fight, Wu ni would take the time to look 

at Bai Liyue. As long as Bai Liyue didn’t give him any instructions, he would let Qin Luo go and continue 

to fight with him in another way. 



Only when he knew that Qin Feng had noticed that something was amiss did he stand up with a sullen 

face and say,”qin luo admits defeat!” 

however, qin feng was the sect master of the flowing cloud sect and not the sect master of the heavenly 

return sect. thus, he didn’t have the final say. wu ni continued to fight with qin luo. 

sect leader Qin, young lord Qin hasn’t admitted defeat yet. Why are you so flustered? ” 

Ever since Baili Yue found out that the glasses could not only help her analyze the opponent’s weakness, 

but also record all the moves of the opponent and break them down, she had been in a very good mood. 
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At this time, they had basically broken down the martial arts of the flowing cloud sect. When Qin Feng 

spoke, Baili Yue’s mood became even better. 

“Lady Feng, isn’t the heavenly return sect being a little unreasonable?” Qin Feng saw that Wu ni was still 

fighting with Qin Luo and asked in a deep voice. 

“Does young lord Qin have a big mouth or something? he wants sect leader Qin to admit defeat for him. 

He doesn’t admit defeat and keeps fighting with our disciples. Does this mean that our heavenly 

returning sect is unreasonable? Then what if we stop first and he injured our elite disciples? sect leader 

qin, i can also see the great ambition of your flowing cloud sect to get the first place. If the first place 

belongs to your flowing cloud sect, the best way is to not invite the heavenly return sect again. since you 

invited the heavenly return sect, you should be prepared to admit defeat, right?” 

After that, Bai Liyue looked at Qin Luo and said, ” “Young lord Qin, if you still don’t admit defeat, our 

heavenly return sect will be guilty of great crimes. Don’t get hurt!” 

Qin Luo’s self-esteem had been hurt by Baili Yue. Not only did he not admit defeat, but he even used an 

even more ferocious posture to fight Wu ni. 

Qin Feng was simply angered to death. 

In fact, he didn’t pay much attention at the beginning. After all, it was a competition between the 

younger generation. Who could see the moves of their sect? 

Not to mention the juniors, even the elders of the heavenly return sect were powerful. Although they 

could break through techniques with force, a sect’s moves were ever-changing. Only the direct disciples 

who had inherited the true internal strength and mental cultivation method could know the 

profoundness of this ever-changing move. 

however, he had a faint feeling that this woman, baili yue, was very strange. 

she seemed to be able to see the mystery behind it. 

The more Qin Luo was like this, the colder his heart felt. After Qin Luo continued to fight with Wu ni for 

a while, he finally couldn’t help but yell at his son. 

“You useless thing, quickly admit defeat!” 
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qin luo was furious and humiliated. he wanted to take back his face before he was completely defeated, 

but he had to listen to his father. 

In the end, he could only endure the humiliation and shout, ” “I admit defeat!” 

With that, he struck out with his palm, ending the battle. 

Wu ni looked at Bai Liyue as he was afraid that she would think that they hadn’t fought for a long time. 

if young madam felt that the time wasn’t long enough, wu ni decided to use words to provoke qin luo. 

he was sure that qin luo would definitely fight with him. After all, Qin Luo had already felt that he was 

humiliating him just now. 

However, when he saw Bai Liyue nodding at him, Wu ni let it go. not only did he forget about it, but he 

also cupped his fists at qin luo and said, ” “young master qin, you’re good. there’s almost no one in my 

age group who can withstand ten moves from me. You’re the first one.” 

Qin Luo,”Yingluo, so he’s very powerful?” 

Hehe. 

qin luo didn’t even want to give her the most basic smile. 

He originally thought that with the help of Yunsheng sect, he would be invincible. However, he couldn’t 

defeat the disciple of the heavenly return sect even after using all the moves of the flowing cloud sect 

and the cloud life sect. 

It was simply shameful. 

Bai Liyue’s harvest today was very rich. She looked at the time and saw that the fifth elder’s matter 

should have been settled. Seeing that the sun was about to set, Bai Liyue didn’t want to delay any 

longer. She stood up and said, ” “It’s said that the rookie competition held by the flowing cloud sect 

every ten years is very meaningful. Today, I’ve seen it for myself. i’m very happy for sect leader qin’s 

warm hospitality. we’ll take our leave first.” 
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With that, the ten disciples of the heavenly return sect followed Bai Liyue and left. 

“i’ve long heard that the heavenly return sect is the overlord of heaven city. although the young master 

has been asleep for many years, his subordinates still guarded the glory of his life and occupied a place 

on emperor moon planet. He just casually found some random woman outside to bring back to 

celebrate his good luck, but he can still show off his strength in front of so many famous sects in heaven 

city.” 

Suddenly, a man’s voice came from the air. The voice was ethereal, as if it had gathered from all 

directions, striking one’s eardrums, making it impossible to distinguish the source of the voice. 

All the sects were shocked that the other party could have such profound skills just by speaking. They all 

stood up and paid their respects to the strong man. 
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However, with their strength, they simply could not distinguish where the sound that was deliberately 

demonstrated by their skills came from. It came from all directions but gathered in their ears, so they 

could only look left and right, trying to see who the other party was. 

However, the other party seemed to be deliberately mysterious and refused to come out. 

“You’re just pretending.” lao ai sneered and said to bai liyue, ” “Young Madam, do you want to see if the 

other party is a human or a ghost? if you want, this subordinate will help you find her. ” 

Bai Liyue laughed,”she wanted to run into a ghost, so why do you have to expose her?” Just let her 

continue acting.” 

while they were talking, bai liyue had already opened her space ring and suddenly launched something 

from it. 

a ” whoosh ” was heard. it was so fast that even though the other party had teleported when he saw the 

thing coming and didn’t let it hit his face, this action still made the other party’s face turn from smug to 

dark. 

It was also this “whoosh” sound that caused everyone to look towards the depths of the forest behind 

them. 

The person thought that he had dodged the palm-sized thing and was done for after it fell to the ground. 

Who knew that the thing would suddenly let out an explosive “bang.” 

The group of people were so frightened that they jumped out at the fastest speed possible. 

A group of people jumping out at the same time, and in different ways, could be said to be very funny. 

However, the tragedy had yet to come. 

Even though they had already jumped out as fast as they could, almost at the same time they jumped 

out, everyone felt as if their eyes were suddenly pierced by something. 

After they had completely jumped away, everyone felt a sharp pain in their eyes, and then they began to 

cry. 

The intense stimulation made them unable to look straight, and the whole world was dark. 

Everyone was shocked. They had never seen or heard of such an attack. Everyone covered their eyes 

and screamed with all their might. 

the sect leader of the flowing cloud sect, qin feng, was simply dumbfounded. 

This was the person he had invited to support the flowing cloud sect. He was from the cloud life sect. 

Most importantly, the people who had come were the eldest lady and third elder of Yunsheng sect. 

In the end, he was just about to go on stage, and this woman actually plotted against him. 

“Bai Liyue, what have you done? They were the honored guests of Yunsheng sect! you actually ran, you 

actually ran, you’re in big trouble!” 

sect leader qin feng rushed forward, his voice trembling with fear. 



“Young miss, third elder, are you alright?” 

“Ah-my eyes can’t see! What to do? What to do? Third elder, I can’t see anything. Wuwuwuwu!” 


